ISRAEL / ISRAËL
(YISRA’EL / )מדינת ישראל
ISRAEL THEMATIC ASSOCIATION

The Israeli Thematic Association was founded in 1990 and has
today about 250 members. The Association is today home for
about 40 exhibitors, 15 of them on the international level,
with several international gold medals. There are also some
dozen young collectors which we try to help with material and
training.
The ITA has a bulletin, published 6 times a year and covering
all aspects of thematic philately and collectors – beginners,
home collectors as well as exhibitors.
Most collectors (but not all)
are also members of local
clubs, but as the country is
relatively small, the ITA helds
once or twice a year a meeting
and all members are invited.
Those meetings are the opportunity for stamp exchange,
lectures, showing and discussing exhibits, etc..
One thing that characterizes
Israeli philatelic material is the
TAB – Shovel in Hebrew. The
tab is an addition to the lower
strip of the stamps in the sheet
(although in the first years tabs

were attached also to the right and left column of stamps).
The tab gives additional information on the stamp – a citation, a map, an explanation, etc. The Information on the
tab is definitely appropriate for thematic exhibition. As in
the example shown here, this stamp can fit into a collection on maps or deserts and not only in a collection on
camels. The stamp has a ‘full tab’, i.e. an additional strip of
paper at the bottom and without it, it is called ‘short’ or
‘half’ tab. In 1965 that half/full tab designed ceased and
from then on all tabs are full.
Israel has also published a detailed catalogue of event cancellations in two volumes.
We will be very happy to help any collector in any information required on the Holy Land philately in General and
Israeli philately in particular.
P.O.Box 62029, Tel-Aviv 61620, ISRAEL or be email at:
noson.ed@gmail.com
Menachem Lador
National Commissioner of Thematic Philately

